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Task I: Listening and speaking (oral)
Task II: Reading and Responding
Read the following Passage:

20m
5x2 = 10m

When we closed the windows and doors of our cabin, we did not feel the movement
of the ship. On the second day we come to know that we were in the middle of the sea. The weather
was pleasant on the sea. The day was sunny and the sea was reflecting the clouds like a flat mirror.
We saw Dolphins swimming along the ship. The sprang and dived again and again. It was quite
amusing
Answer the following Question:
1) How did the narrator feel when the windows and doors of their cabin were closed?
2)Where was the ship on the second day?
3)How was the weather?
4)What was quite amusing?
5)What was reflecting the clouds? Why?
Task – III: 5x1 =5m
Match the parts under ‘A’ and ‘B’ to make proverbs
.
A
B
1)A friend in need
(
)
a) is the best policy
2) Necessity is
(
)
b)is a friend indeed
3) The pen is
(
)
c)make much noise
4) Empty vessels
(
)
d) mightier than a sword
5) Honesty
( )
e) the mother of invention
Task : IV :- Punctuate the following paragraph :

5m

many years ago there was an emperor who was so fond of new clothes that he spent all his
money on them one day two men came to the emperors court
Task : V :- Conventions of writing :Change the following words into different parts of speech
10 m
Noun
1
2
3
4
5

Verb

Adjective

Wonder
Strengthen
Enjoyable
Realization
Sleep

Task VI : Vocabulary :- Write the antonyms to the following words
1. Suddenly
x
2. Tasteless x
3 .Possible
x
4 .Above
x
5 .Beautiful
x
Task : VII :- Read the following clues give below to complete the word ladder

5m

5X2 = 10 m

C

Y

G

Clues

Y

W

Y

1. Slip said…………………….That she hated him
2. Sunil is a………………… boy of 10 years old
3. Swami used to sleep beside his……………………………
4. The garden is full of………………………… coloured flowers
5. I saw a deer on my ………………………. … home
Task VIII : Grammar :- Write the short forms to the following full words
5x 1=5m
1. Shall not…………………………….
2.you will……………………………
3. I would………………………………
4. Do not ……………………………
5.We have………………………………
Task IX :- Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets
1.Raju is a…………….….reader. he reads books very…………………(slow)
2.Gopi is a……………….driver. he drivers……………………………..(safe)
3.While we…………………….…….., it………………………to rain (play, start)
4.When I ……………………………… I…………………….down (run, fall)
5.The teacher…………………...when the head master…………….the room(teach, enter).
Task x : creative writing :.
Given below is the action plan prepared by the head master of Z. P. High school ,kandukur
for a tour to Tirupathi and Chandragiri . they finished the tour on 10.12.2014.describe the tour in
the past tense by making changes in the verbs given in the plan.
* 5.00 am * 9.00 am * 9.30 am to 1.00 pm
* 1.30 am * 2.00 pm to 4.00 pm
* 5.00 pm
* 9.00 pm
*10.30 pm

- board the bus at the school
- stop at Tirupathi for breakfast
- visit the science museum
- Take lunch
- visit the Zoo – Park
- visit the Chandragiri fort
- take supper at Madanapalli
- reach the school.

On 10.12.2014, the students of Z.P.H.S, Kandukuru started their tour to Tirupathi .
they boarded the bus at the school at 5.00 a.m
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………..…………………………………………………………….……
Task : XI :- Imagine that you are also one of the tourist of Z.P.H.S, Kandukuru . write a latter to
your friend describing your details
10 m

-

